White Hats Report #66 – Benghazi, the REAL story

Often times, intel comes to us in various forms, requiring us to parse it, vet it, sort it, collate it, confirm it and then compose a release/report for public consumption. In this instance, the intel will be released as is for it needs no process as described above. Some of these facts were already known, others not, but now we have the full picture of what happened in Benghazi and why. It can only be described as another example of cabal skulduggery only this time the unauthorized, illegal op went sideways and three patriots in addition to one of the cabal’s own was sacrificed to cover up the criminality.

Incidents like this remind us why we elected Trump.

We ask everyone to link, repost and/or spread this article far and wide, we need to get this to the masses. And now, the REAL story:

Why Benghazi Went Bad

Ambassador Stevens was sent to Benghazi to secretly retrieve US made Stinger Missiles that the State Dept had supplied to Ansar al Sharia in Libya WITHOUT Congressional oversight or permission.

Sec State Hillary Clinton had brokered the Libya deal through Ambassador Stevens and a Private Arms Dealer named Marc Turi, but some of the shoulder fired Stinger Missiles ended up in Afghanistan where they were used against our own military.

On July 25th, 2012, a US Chinook helicopter was downed by one of them. Not destroyed only because the idiot Taliban didn’t arm the missile. The helicopter didn’t explode, but it had to land and an ordnance team recovered the missile’s serial number which led back to a cache of Stinger Missiles kept in Qatar by the CIA.

Obama and Hillary were in full panic mode, so Ambassador Stevens was sent to Benghazi to retrieve the rest of the Stinger Missiles. This was a “do-or-die” mission, which explains the Stand Down Orders given to multiple rescue teams during the siege of the US Embassy.

It was the State Dept, NOT the CIA, that supplied the Stinger Missiles to our sworn enemies because Gen. Petraeus at CIA would not approve supplying the deadly missiles due to their potential use against commercial aircraft. So then, Obama threw Gen. Petraeus under the bus when he refused to testify in support of Obama’s phony claim of a “spontaneous uprising caused by a YouTube video that insulted Muslims.”

Obama and Hillary committed TREASON!

THIS is what the investigation is all about, WHY she had a Private Server, (in order to delete the digital evidence), and WHY Obama, two weeks after the attack, told the UN that the attack was the result of the YouTube video, even though everyone KNEW it was not.

Furthermore, the Taliban knew that the administration had aided and abetted the enemy WITHOUT Congressional oversight or permission, so they began pressuring (blackmailing) the Obama Administration to release five Taliban generals being held at Guantanamo.

Bowe Bergdahl was just a useful pawn used to cover the release of the Taliban generals. Everyone knew Bergdahl was a traitor but Obama used Bergdahl’s exchange for the five Taliban generals to cover that Obama was being coerced by the Taliban about the unauthorized Stinger Missile deal.

So we have a traitor as POTUS that is not only corrupt, but compromised, as well and a Sec of State that is a serial liar, who perjured herself multiple times at the Congressional Hearings on Benghazi. Perhaps this is why no military aircraft were called upon for help in Benghazi: because the administration knew that our enemies had Stinger Missiles that, if used to down those planes, would likely be traced back to the CIA cache in Qatar and then to the State Dept’s illegitimate arms deal in Libya.
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Obama’s DOJ drops charges against Turi
Las Vegas Series

Four of our private investigators did the work that the journalists and the companies they work for in this country do not have the training or the discipline to perform.

Thousands of man-hours went into the work you’re about to witness in these broadcast reports.

What they found may not shock some of you because many folks in this country who care about America are awake and they’re watching.

Our investigation into what actually happened at the Mandalay Bay Hotel & Casino on 1 OCTOBER 2018 is the definitive forensic investigation of ALL the information available to the public.

As you might already suspect, the truth has been covered up.

Las Vegas’ PD has botched “the narrative” and they’ve been caught red-handed in a complete fabrication and lie.

The facts related to what has been released for inspection by the public tell a different story.

It wasn’t one shooter. It didn’t happen only at The Mandalay Bay Hotel & Casino.

The political narrative, which is what has been reported by the major journalism companies regarding Mandalay Bay, leaves no doubt, it’s not the truth.

The truth is not a good business model and it’s the truth, along with the victims of the mass shooting in Las Vegas that night, which has been completely obliterated.

The chain of evidence has been broken and tampered with.

It’s time to ask yourselves, who benefits from this?

Who had foreknowledge of what actually took place?

Then ask yourselves, where is The Press?

There’s only one answer: Right here & here.

And guess what. We’re not done with exposing “them”.

Mandalay Bay
Parts 1 & 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6F5kEZfZmMQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGEQCLJmnW8
White Hats Report#65 – #EXTRADITEHERZOG

A Case Study in Financial Fraud (RICO) – 2nd in a series

Since the White Hats Reports were launched in late 2010, our focus was and has been on the shadowy world of banking and finance as we endeavored to expose the corrupt underbelly of a system utilized by the cabal to control the planet. Dominated by familiar bloodline families such as Rothschild, Rockefeller, Morgan, Warburg, Mellon and Oppenheim among others Zionist Mafia, we are reminded of the Rothschild mantra of:
"Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation and I care not who makes its laws."
-Quote attributed to Mayer Amschel Rothschild, the banking family patriarch

The reality of this quote is still as accurate today as it was when it was uttered over 200 years ago. Why? Apparently criminal statutes and finance/accounting regulations don’t apply to the banking cartel, only the patrons who are forced to utilize their institutions. The monetary system is set up to be dominated, controlled and manipulated by a usurious shady group so corrupt that its very existence depends on the masses for supplying the hard earned resources of their sweat and hard work to then be stolen. Wealth stolen through the immoral and illegal methods enacted as “laws” by their controlled and blackmailed legislative sub-contractor class as they virtually fund and own both Houses.

Background

Hurricane Katrina, one of the most devastating Category 5 hurricanes on record hit the Gulf coast of the US in late August, 2005, causing an estimated $125 billion in damage. From Texas to Florida and all states in between, the damage was lasting and permanent for millions of people who were displaced from their homes.

Enter Ed Falcone of the Falcone Group, a real estate developer in Florida who saw an opportunity to not only help rebuild the city of New Orleans but provide pathway to resumption of normalcy for all those affected by this devastating storm. Mr. Falcone possessed the knowledge, expertise, background and experience to take on this massive project with not only a high probability of success but a patriotic intent to assist his fellow Americans. He is a true patriot in every sense of the word.

It should also be noted here that the cabal has brought to bear a concerted and continuous attack on Mr. Falcone utilizing their media whores and law enforcement lackeys to not only destroy his credibility but make numerous attempts on his life to silence him and cut off his dogged determination to pursue this humanitarian endeavor he began over 10 years ago.

The Plot

As we have shown in report #63 and spoken about during interviews, the trading programs have a real purpose and place in our world, however, like everything else pure and pristine and well meaning, they have been hijacked by the cabalists and banksters and turned into their own personal money machine to feed greed, not need and their rapacious War Machine. The programs were designed for humanitarian projects: to assist with rebuilding infrastructure after acts of nature, to modernize third world countries with electricity and water, to build roads and highways to connect cities for efficiency and commerce and, for the advancement of technology and research to make our planet self sufficient and sustainable.

After months of due diligence and research, Mr. Falcone entered into a contractual arrangement with Dr. Michael Herzog to enter into a trading program facilitated by George Bush (Sr.) using Mr. Falcone’s initial capital of $350M. Bush, utilizing his favorite banker and collaborator at Deutsche Bank, Josef Ackermann, the amount was leveraged up another $500M and traded for another two years. Be reminded that Deutsche Bank was the facility of choice for the CIA money laundering schemes using traded funds that could be sheltered from both IRS scrutiny and Congressional oversight hidden in tax havens by shady bankers and corrupt bankers for the purpose of funding the illegal wars and black projects undertaken by the cabal and their Deep State co-conspirators.

After a year of trading activity on Falcone’s initial principal, the growing list of co-conspirators, including but not limited to Bush 41 and 43 plus Greenspan (Fed Chairman at the time), Paulson and of course Herzog and his erstwhile Canadian partner Paul Guinette, decided to continue trading the profits without paying Falcone. Meanwhile, the victims along the Gulf coast of the US were suffering without any relief in sight. Permanently displaced, they had to restart their lives in a new city or state.

The vast billions and trillions accumulated, funds meant for the rebuilding of victims of hurricane Katrina were virtually stolen by this criminal cabal. The Bush crime family, orchestrating the whole event, were kept out of the limelight as Herzog and Guinette were used as front men for the scam.

In our next release, we’ll discuss how this financial crime filtered into the political arena with payoffs going to various high ranking government officials in DC to stand down when Falcone turned to them for assistance and how a potential Vice Presidential candidate had to wait four years to run for high office due to a vetting problem that could not be avoided. With billions and even trillions generated from various trading platforms, there was plenty of bribe money to go around to glad handing officials who were only too eager to accept the payoffs in exchange for doing.....NOTHING.

For a companion article from our allies across the Pond....